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Abstract— Rapid growth of various high-tech tools and 

equipments makes our jobs done comfortable and 

sophisticated. The project aims at fabricating a grass cutting 

machine system which makes the grass cutter based Motor 

running through solar energy. Due to the continuous increase 

in the cost of fuel and the effect of emission of gases from the 

burnt fuel into the atmosphere, this necessitated the use of the 

abundant solar energy from the Sun as a source of power to 

drive a grass cutter. A solar powered grass cutter was 

designed and developed, based on the general principle of 

mowing .This seminar is deal with designer of solar powered 

grass cutter comprises of direct current (D.C) motor, are 

chargeable battery, solar panel, a stainless steel blade and 

control switch. The solar powered grass cutter is operated by 

the switch on the board which closes the circuit and allows 

the flow of current to the motor which in turn drive the blade 

used for mowing. The battery recharges through the solar 

charging controller. Performance evaluation of the developed 

machine was carried out with different types of grasses.  

Key words: Solar Grass Cutter, Solar panel, Dc motor and 

Cutter blade 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Grass cutter or lawn mowing with a standard motor powered 

lawn mower is an inconvenience, and no one takes pleasure 

in it. Cutting grass cannot be easily accomplished by elderly, 

younger, or disabled people. Motor powered push lawn 

mowers and riding lawn mowers create noise pollution due to 

the loud engine, and local air pollution due to the combustion 

in the engine. Also, a motor powered engine requires periodic 

maintenance such as changing the engine oil. Even though 

electric lawn mowers are environmentally friendly, they too 

can be an inconvenience. Along with motor powered lawn 

mowers, electric lawn mowers are also hazardous and cannot 

be easily used by all. Also, if the electric lawn mower is 

corded, mowing could prove to be problematic and 

dangerous. The self-propelling electric remote control lawn 

mower is a lawn mower that has remote control capability. 

This prototype is robotic user friendly, cost efficient, safe to 

use, efficient to use, and environmentally friendly. It can save 

significantly on labour costs.  

Working principle of the grass cutter is providing a 

high speed rotation to the blade, which helps to cut the grass. 

The blade will get kinetic energy while increasing the rpm. 

The cutting edges are very smooth and ac-curate. Also 

Electric Grass Cutting Machines are much easier to be used 

in garden, lawn and grass fields. In order to enhance the 

beauty of home-lawns and gardens, Grass cutting machines 

are the best available option in the industry. With the help of 

a lawn mower which is a Machine with revolving blades to 

help us cutting lawns at even length, people can easily 

maintain and beautify Their lawns and gardens without any 

hassle. 

Many Countries like India may not have the chance 

to use petroleum products upcoming days by the end of 2025, 

Fuel deposit will soon deplete. Fuel scarcity will be 

maximum if, the continuous use of fuel does not ignore. The 

creation of new source of constantly recurring 

environmentally acceptable Resort to measure beginning of 

coal in thermal electric stations to serve the population would 

result in global elemental change in leading to worldwide 

drought and decertification. Solar energy is cheap; clean an 

important and plentifully available source of non-

conventional energy. The sun radiates heat and light 

continuously. 

II. HISTORY 

A. Development of model 

The solar grass cutter is it has panels mounted in a particular 

arrangement at an in such a way that it can receive solar 

radiation with high intensity easily from the sun. These solar 

panels convert solar energy into electrical energy. This 

electrical energy is stored in batteries by using a solar charger. 

The main function of the solar charger is to increase the 

current from the panels while batteries are charging, it also 

disconnects the solar panels from the batteries when they are 

fully charged and also connects to the panels when the 

charging in batteries is low. The motor is connected to the 

batteries through connecting wires .Between these two 

mechanical circuit breaker switch is provided. It starts and 

stops the working of the motor. From this motor, the power 

transmits to the mechanism and this makes the blade to slide 

on the fixed blade and this makes to cut the grass. 

 
Fig. 2.1: old design 

III. LITERATURE REVIEW 

For the manufacturing of a solar grass cutter we referred 

various literature, papers etc. The review of previous method 

used given below: In this lawn mower uses an solar based 
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energy source, which is easier to use, more advantageous 

comparing to other energy source especially for gas based 

source of power .But our lawn cutter is based on solar because 

this energy is a renewable energy source and it is easy to 

work. So we made solar powered lawn mower. 

For designing of Automatic Lawn Cutter we referred 

various literature, papers etc. The review of previous method 

used given below: In this lawn mower uses an solar based 

energy source, which is easier to use, more advantageous 

comparing to other energy source especially for gas based 

source of power .But our lawn cutter is not based on solar 

because of its cost and may create some complexity during 

working. So we avoided solar powered lawn mower. In this 

hydrogen based lawn mower, the advantage of powering a 

lawn mower by hydrogen rather than by gasoline is mainly 

ecological. We not used this for our lawn cutter because it is 

very old method and many overcome produced from this type 

lawn cutter.  

IV. COMPONENTS 

A. Solar Panel 

Due to the importance of the chemical structure of the 

absorbing material, silicones often used, either bonded with 

boron or phosphorus. This is due to the semi-conducting 

ability of the metalloid, as well as it having an almost 

identical bonding-potential as carbon. The photovoltaic effect 

was first observed by French physicist A. E. Becquerel in 

1839. He explained his discovery in Les Competes Rend us 

de l'Academiedes Sciences, "the production of an electric 

current when two plates of platinum or gold diving in an acid, 

neutral, or alkaline solution are exposed in an uneven way to 

solar radiation.  

The power used is based on solar energy which is in 

the replacement of the conventional fuel energy. The solar 

panel used for trapping the solar radiation and used to convert 

it in electrical energy. The 12v and nominal capacity of 7.5ah 

battery is used which is rechargeable and maintenance free 

dry type. The motor used is of 12v and 2000 rpm with 3p for 

rotation of blade. To control the on off motion with switch 

provide. 

 
Fig. 4.1: solar panel 

B. Dc Battery 

Solar power can be stored in the rechargeable battery and can 

be further used for the grass cutting machine to run. A 

rechargeable battery, storage battery, or Accumulator is a 

type of electrical battery. It comprises of one or more 

electrochemical cells, and is a type of energy accumulator. It 

is known as a secondary cell because its electrochemical 

reactions are electrically reversible. Rechargeable batteries 

come in many different shapes and sizes, ranging from button 

cells to megawatt systems connected to stabilize an electrical 

distribution network. Several different combinations of 

chemicals are commonly used, including: lead–acid, nickel 

cadmium (NiCd), nickel metal hydride (NiMH), lithium ion 

(Li-ion), and lithium ion polymer (Li-ion polymer). 

 
Fig. 4.2: Dc battery 

C. Dc motor and Cutter blade 

A DC motor is a mechanically commutated electric motor 

powered from direct current (DC). The stator is stationary in 

space by definition and therefore so is its current. The current 

in the rotor is switched by the commentator to also be 

stationary in space. This is how the relative angle between the 

stator and rotor magnetic. 

The motor used for the controlling the cuter, the 

permanent dc motor with 12 v is used having the speed 

2000rpm.this single phase motor work on the Fleming hand 

rule and generate electric current and this electric current 

converted to mechanical work like to rotate the blade and cut 

the brush. 

D. Cutter blade 

Steel cutter blade with high stiffness is used for cutting 

purposes the rotation of blade cut the grass.   

 

 
Fig. 4.3: Dc motor and cutter blade 

V. CONSTRUCTION 

The solar grass cutter consist of following components 

1) Solar panel 

2) Dc battery 

3) Dc motor 

4) Switch button 

5) Cutter 

The operation of solar operated brush cutter is such that, it 

has panels mounted with some inclination in such a way that 

it can receive solar radiation with highly from the sun. These 

solar panels used to convert solar energy into electrical 

energy by the photovoltaic principle. After conversion of 

solar energy in the electrical charge. These charges are used 
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to store in the battery which is used for the energy storage 

purpose. 

The motor is connected to the batteries through 

connecting wires .There is a on off switch which look like 

gun button is used to starts and stops of the motor. From this 

motor, the power transmits to stainless steel cutter blade and 

this makes the blade to cut the grass. 

 
Fig. 5.1: Project model 

VI. WORKING 

The working of solar powered grass cutter is based on Law of 

Conservation of Energy. It has panels mounted in a particular 

arrangement at an angle of 45 degrees in such a way that it 

can receive solar radiation with high intensity easily from the 

sun. These solar panels convert solar energy into electrical 

energy. Now this electrical energy is stored in batteries by 

using a solar charger. The main function of the solar charger 

is to increase the current from the panels while batteries are 

charging, it also disconnects the solar panels from the 

batteries when they are fully charged and also connects to the 

panels when the charging in batteries is low.  

The motor is connected to the batteries through 

connecting wires. Between these two mechanical circuit 

breaker switch is provided. It starts and stops the working of 

the motor. From this motor, the power transmits to the makes 

to cut the grass. The method consists of the following parts as 

solar panel, Dc motor, linear blades, Wheel. The rotary blade 

is used in this paper to cut the grasses. The height of the grass 

can be adjusted by adjusting the ground clearance as per the 

requirement. 

 
Fig. 6.1: Solar grass cutter 

VII. DESIGN CALCULATION 

A. 30 RPM DC motor: 

SPEED = 2000 RPM  

VOLTAGE = 12 VOLT  

WATTS = 10 WATT  

B. Torque of the motor:  

Torque = (P X 60) / (2 X 3.14 X N)  

Torque = (10X 60) / (2 X 3.14 X 30)  

Torque = 3.18 Nm  

Torque = 3.18 x 10³ Nmm  

The shaft is made of MS and its allowable shear stress = 42 

MPa  

Torque = 3.14 x fs x d ³ / 16  

3.18 x 10³ = 3.14 x 42 x d ³ / 16  

d = 7.27 mm  

The nearest standard size is d = 8 mm.  

C. Electrical (electric) power equation:  

Power P = I × V  

Where  

V = 12  

W = 10  

I=10/12=0.83 A  

H.P = .02714  

D. Solar panel calculation: 

VOLT = 12 V  

WATT = 10 W 

W = V X I  

10 = 12 X I  

I = 10/12  

I = 0.83ma  

E. Battery calculation:  

BAH /CI= 7.5 ah/0.83ma = 5.6 hrs  

To find the Current  

Watt = 10 w  

Volt = 12v  

Current =?  

P= V x I  

10 =12 x I  

I = 10/12 = 0.83 AMPS  

BATTERY USAGE WITH 0.83 AMPS  

BAH /I  

7.5/0.83 = 9.03 hrs 

VIII. MATERIAL REQUIRED 

Name of component QUANTITY 

Solar panel 1 

DC motor 1 

Batteries 1 

Square bars 20 feet 

Electrical components 

a. Wires 

Mechanical components 

a. Clamp 

b. Welding electrode 

 

10 feet 

 

1 

10 

IX. ADVANTAGES 

1) Compact size and portable 
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2) Easy to move from one place to another place  

3) Operating principle is simple.  

4) Non-skilled person also operate this machine  

5) Quiet working environment with cutter solar energy 

6) Zero emissions and zero waste of conventional sources 

7) By using this project we can save more power. That is 

we can reduce the wastage of power.  

X. DISADVANTAGES 

The eventually disposal of batteries is problematic.   

Large time required to remove the grass  

Manually operated  

Difficult to operate in rainy seasons  

Low power in dark and cloudy environment 

XI. APPLICATIONS 

1) For cricket ground 

2) For football ground  

3) All garden  

4) For agriculture purpose 

XII. COSTING 

Sr no. Component Cost 

1 Square pipe 250 

2 Wheels 400 

3 Cutter 180 

4 Solar panel 900 

5 Dc motor 250 

6 Battery 750 

7 Composite material sheet 180 

8 MS.sheet 190 

9 Wires 50 

10 Switch 20 

XIII. FUTURE SCOPE 

Man is always trying to develop more and more modified 

techniques with increasing the aesthetical look and economic 

consideration. Hence there is always more and more scope 

towards whatever he might have created of course after 

having the experience of the presently manufacturing things. 

Being degree engineers and having ability to think and plane 

but, due to some time constraints and also due to lack of fund, 

we only have thought and put in the report the following 

future modifications 

1) By using light weight material for the stand the cutter 

assembly weight can be reduced and the product can be 

modified 

2) By using the cutter blade with high strength and the 

increase in power used, the cutter can be used for many 

applications in agriculture sector like tree cutting, shrubs 

cutting, cane cutting, maize cutting etc. 

3) To avoid the limitations like cloudy and dark 

environment, the solar charger can used. 

4) The adjustment for the folding of stand can be done for 

transportation point of view 

XIV. CONCLUSION 

This paper solar powered grass cutter is successfully 

completed and the results obtained are satisfactory. This 

paper is more suitable for a common man as it is having much 

more advantages i.e. no fuel cost, no pollution, no fuel 

residue, less wear and tear because of less number of moving 

components and this can be operated by using solar energy. 

This will give much more physical exercise to the people and 

can be easily handled. This system is having facility of 

charging the batteries while the solar powered grass cutter is 

in motion. So it is much more suitable for grass cutting also. 

The same thing can be operated in night time also, as there is 

a facility to charge these batteries in day light. 
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